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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor-in-Chief,

Please consider for publication our revised manuscript entitled "Prognostic significance of interim PET/CT based on visual, SUV-based, and MTV-based assessment in the treatment of peripheral T-cell lymphoma".

As editorial’s recommendation, we tried to correct the reference/citation format recommend by BMC cancer in the reference section.

We hope that our revised manuscript will be acceptable for publication in the “BMC cancer”

With best regards,

Deok Hwan Yang, M.D., Ph.D.
Department of Hematology-Oncology
Chonnam National University Hwasun Hospital
322 Seoyangro, Hwasun, Jeollanamdo 519-763, Republic of Korea
Tel: 82-61-379-7636
Fax: 82-61-379-7628
E-mail: drydh1685@hotmail.com
Editorial

1) The authors MUST use the correct reference/citation format recommended by BMC Cancer for ALL of their references/citations in the Reference section of their manuscript. The correct reference/citation format for BMC Cancer should be shown as follows: Smith JT, Jones PS, Harris, RH. The world of science and technology. Am J Sci 1999, 36:234-235.

(Answer) We corrected the reference/citation format recommend by BMC cancer in the reference section.

2) All citations/references MUST list all named authors, including up to the first 30 named authors, before adding ?et al? to any such citation/reference. Therefore, the authors of the current manuscript submission CANNOT use ?et al? in citations/references unless the specific citation/reference has more than 30 named authors, and instead they MUST show all named authors in each citation/reference with the Reference section of their manuscript submission for each citation/reference with less than or equal to 30 named authors.

(Answer) As reviewer’s comment, we listed all named authors within reference/citation in the reference section.

3) The journal name within any given citation/references should be shown in its appropriate abbreviated format, and should NOT be completely spelled out.

(Answer) As reviewer’s comment, we corrected the journal name within reference/citation.